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From the editor

G

etting back into the swing of things can sometimes be difficult. As I’m emerging from the depths of maternity leave to
return to work, I’m figuring out how to love on my babies
full-heartedly while at the same time creating compelling
content that our readers will enjoy. It’s a balancing act I
hope to someday master.
But I know I’m not the only one going through a transition. It’s that time
of year when everyone is coming out of their summer haze and getting
back to reality. People are returning from week-long trips to the beach,
kids are coming back from camp, school is getting ready to start up, and
you are on the go!
	Whether you choose the slow days of summer to do a renovation or the
busy days of fall and winter, the project may always seem daunting – but the
rewards can be great. In this issue, our kitchen and bath issue, we highlight
some of the coolest designs and trends taking place alongside some killer
products that you need to know about. These two spaces are used the most,
so it makes sense to dedicate time and attention to the details of these rooms.
In these pages, local designers share some of their favorite projects and give
us the scoop on how they came together (page 22). And while the triedand-true, all-white kitchen will never disappoint, check out how matte
black, one of this year’s hottest trends in kitchen design, packs a powerful
punch (page 30).
	Once again, there is no shortage of design talent within these city limits,
so it comes as no surprise that we have three spectacular homes to feature.
From light and bright to dark and moody, these projects are sure to wow you.
With her expansive portfolio and know-how, interior designer Amy Vermillion employs sophisticated design elements and exquisite materials to transform one couple’s kitchen into a stunning space that manages to maintain the
homeowners’ traditional aesthetic (page 60). Having a penchant for layering,
color, and blending, interior designer Aida Saul creates a soulful space full
of character and glamour for a Charlotte family (page 46). You can’t judge a
book by its cover, and that saying proves true in the case of an Eastover home
where architect Ken Pursley of Pursley Dixon renovated the interiors with
modern updates while maintaining its classic Georgian exterior (page 68).
	Whether it’s coming home from a long vacation or returning to work after
caring for a newborn, there’s something to be said for getting back to your
routine. And routine doesn’t have to mean boring. It can be exciting; you just
need to find your rhythm – and perhaps a great interior designer!

On The Cover:
The master bathroom
in this Eastover home
is filled with light and
a big dose of drama.
Designer Heather Smith
takes on a traditional
Georgian home and
makes it ultra modern
(page 68).

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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Jennifer Shreero
Designer
Jennifer’s design aesthetic is clean, airy and elegant with a brightness of
mood and an ease of livability. She brings her love of home, travel and family
to each of her projects while helping her clients maintain their existing style
and personality. She has a talent for blending colors, patterns and textures
with accessories to create a distinctive space that reflect her clients’ personal
tastes. Organized and detail oriented, she is able to combine style with innovation and function. She generates a warm and trusting relationship with
her clients, and her ability to place furniture and accessories has enabled her
to build a loyal client base. Jennifer is a mother of three girls and loves to
travel, cook and spend time with her family. jennifer@bdjeffries.com.

Luxury lifestyle boutique offering
exclusive gifts for men and women, antiques
and interior accents for the home

Complete design services available

The Shops at Morrison in Southpark | 720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110 • Charlotte, North Carolina 28211 | Phone: (704) 364-4004 • bdjeffries.com
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Interior Design by Gray Walker; Photography by Erica Mark
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design | kitchen & bath

Redefined Redesign
Local designers share the inspiration — and design secrets —
from some of their favorite recent projects.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox and Anne Marie Ashley
Written by Aleigh Acerni

I

t’s often said that the kitchen is the heart of a home and the bathroom, a sanctuary.
Often, these functional spaces face the most use and abuse—and because they’re so
needed and so used, the logistics of updating or renovating them can feel even more
challenging. These beautifully redesigned spaces showcase just how much of an
impact it can make to rise to the challenge. Whether it’s adding beautiful hand-hewn
beams in a kitchen or custom, furniture-inspired cabinetry in a master bath, draw your
own inspiration from these eye candy-filled spaces.

Hadley
Quisenberry
West Trade Interiors

Photography by Emily Chidester

“The exposed beams, open
shelving, and masonry wall
provided just the right casual
contrast to the sleek tile and stone
selections, custom range hood,
and stainless appliances. Blue and
white is a timeless combination,
but it’s also trending in a big way
lately. Here we incorporated it
with accents and accessories,
but it’s also great in fabrics and
furnishings. Lighting is another
key design element in any space.
Circa Lighting is our favorite
resource for special fixtures, and
their Darlana pendants in old
white work perfectly over this
expansive island.”

Photography by Brie Williams; Styling by Kendra Surface
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CAREN
BISTANY

CHARLOTTE
LUCAS

Bistany Design

Charlotte Lucas Interiors

“Classic marble inspired us to keep the cabinetry a classic soft white color to blend. We wanted a transitional look on the cabinetry
with furniture details but kept the cabinet doors and drawers clean with a soft bead. The warmth of the unlacquered brass adds a
touch of jewelry to the cabinetry. Charlotte [Lucas] did an amazing job selecting the decorative light fixtures and mirrors to add that
special touch.” — Caren Bistany
“The bones of this house are old, but we wanted the newly renovated master bath to be white, fresh, and open without feeling
modern. We wanted a classic style with clean lines, simple but feminine cabinet hardware, and beautiful finishes that would patina
over the years. To help create a more open feeling, layer a decorative mirror over a sheet mirror.” — Charlotte Lucas

LYNNE
CLARK
Clark and Clark Interiors
“Inspiration always stems from
striking the balance of function
and feel. This client, a mom
of twin boys and a corporate
executive, desired a luxurious,
spa-like feel for her master
bath. Materials make a huge
difference when considering function and feel. We selected
quartz and porcelain for their durable, stain-resistant, and lowmaintenance qualities. For the tub, we chose a deep soaking
tub with air hydrotherapy jets and a heated back to create that
spa-like atmosphere. But we kept the footprint small, so it is
easy and quick to fill, making her bath time efficient. The result
was a timeless master bath with a calming feel that works for
not only the client but also her family.”
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532 GOVERNOR MORRISON STREET | CHARLOTTE, NC | 28211 | 704.496.9181 | ANNENEILSONFINEART.COM

Beth Barden
Design Post Interiors

“My kitchen design was inspired, first and foremost, by my desire for light! I was also inspired by
European kitchens, specifically the kind you would find in the countryside. I wanted that rustic
but clean feel with a palette of earthy colors. I was happy to design a kitchen that wasn’t all white.
Instead of going bold with color, think more about texture and pattern to bring interest. One of the
key elements was the built-in banquette. The comfy bench and tulip table are the perfect place for
homework, crafts, and conversation over meals.”

Liz
Goldberg
Carolyn Leona

“This house is almost a
hundred years old and
located in the historical
and charming Raleigh
neighborhood Cameron
Park. We wanted to stay
true to the history of the
home, keeping original windows but reworking every
other detail. We added the beam to make it feel as
though it is original. In this tuxedo kitchen, instead of
traditional black unders [lower cabinets], we surprised
with a strong pop of blue. Taking the tile all the way up to the ceiling is a small detail with a big impact! We love how this helps the
eye move up, making the ceilings appear higher—and it also feels so luxe and custom.”
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2137 South Blvd #100 | Charlotte NC 28203 | 704.335.1220
www.highcottonhomecompany.com

2137 South Blvd #100 • Charlotte NC 28203 | 704.335.1220 • www.highcottonhomecompany.com

palette | citron

Juicy
Juice
The incandescent glow
of citron — a tangy, almost
fluorescent hue — is electric.

Interior design by Dina Bandman with de Gournay hand-painted Lemon Grove design with hand
embroidery and beading on Ice Blue dyed silk; Photography by Christopher Stark

“Zesty” seems all too perfect to define this
powerful punch. Its sun-drenched vibrancy has
hints of subtle green undertones – not enough to
push it into lime or even chartreuse territory but
just enough to make it an almost cool yellow. Fiery
and ebullient, it bursts forth with dynamic energy
and optimism that is infectious and infatuating. It’s
chic and cool with greys and black, famously fresh
with caramels and creams or perhaps a splash of
aquamarine, and alluringly stately with jewel-toned
emeralds and teals. Citron always makes for a bold
and buoyant pairing.
— Christina Spratt Spencer

Clockwise from top left:
Archive New York Antigua Pillow / $168 / www.archivenewyork.com
Florence Broadhurst for Selamat Designs Mayfair Garden Bench / $482.33 / www.shopcandelabra.com
Kelly Wearstler for Groundworks Covet Fabric / to the trade / www.ahokelimited.com
Herbivore Botanicals Glowing Hydration Body Oil / $26 / www.anthropologie.com
Coleen & Company Leafy Chandelier in Farrow & Ball Daydream Yellow / $1,850 / www.coleenandcompany.com
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In collaboration with Susan Dudley Design. Jim Schmid Photography.

In collaboration with Susan Dudley Design. Jonathan Burton Photography.

In collaboration with Caren Bistany Design. Dustin Peck Photography.

Interior Design by Jane Schwab

trend | matte black

Back IN
BLACK
Produced by Anne Marie Ashley

Bronze is bold, and silver never fades, but matte black is an
obsession we can’t suppress. When it comes to bold kitchen
design, the shine-free finish is appearing on statementmaking appliances, interest-bearing backsplashes, and
dramatic countertops, and is used strategically in fixtures,
faucets, and hardware. It is at once exceedingly practical
and arrestingly dramatic – a go-to neutral while also a perfect
“pop of color.”
	Designer Lisa Mende knows a thing or two when it comes
to designing with this dark horse and has a couple tips and a
few favorite products for designing with matte black in mind.
“Lighting, hardware, fabrics, wallpaper, and furnishings can
work together to make basic black interesting, defining a
style like traditional, transitional, or modern,” Mende says.
“If kitchen cabinets are the matte black element, light and
contrast are needed. And while I adore an all black-and-white
story, sometimes it’s fun to add a color.”

“The brass pearl
in this Lisa Jarvis
pull adds an air
of sophisticated
whimsy.”
— Lisa Mende
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Arteriors Norelle Pendant / $1,050 /
www.modernlightingdesign.com
Kravet TOBA Fabric / to the trade /
www.ahokelimited.com
Lisa Jarvis Oyster Drawer Pull / $58
each / www.birddecorativehardware.com
Livettes Tropical Leaves Wallpaper /
Starting at $36 /
www.livetteswallpaper.com
SMEG FAB28U / $1,999 /
www.smegusa.com

The Area’s Premiere RESOURCE for Kitchen & Bath Cabinetry
Custom Closets • Home Office • Mud Room & Built Ins • Exterior Shutters • Garage Storage

HISTORIC SOUTHEND SHOWROOM
305 Foster Ave. Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28203

704-778-6814

www.IMPACTdesignResources.com
Complimentary, in-home consultation with one of our experienced designers.

“Every room
needs a little bling!”
— Lisa Mende

Clockwise from top left:
Louise Gaskill Etta Chandelier / to the trade / www.louisegaskill.com
Shine by S.H.O Alexis Rug / $68 per square foot / www.shinebysho.com
Walker Zanger 4D Collection in Deep Blue / $9.75 / www.walkerzanger.com
Kohler Purist Bridge Kitchen Faucet / $1,236 / www.hughessupply.com
Rejuvenation Beckett Drawer Pull / $35 / www.rejuvenation.com
Akan by Lizzo Fabric / to the trade / www.ahokelimited.com
La Cornue Range / Starting at $52,700 / www.lacornueusa.com
LexMod Pyramid Dining Chair / $67.75 / www.lexmod.com
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market

Bed, BAth,
& BEYOND
Your home is your sanctuary, and these
curated pieces for your most relaxing spaces
will help you fall in love with it all over again.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Aleigh Acerni

On the
Side

With a brass rim and
ferrules, a shelf, and a large
drawer, the Austell side table
designed by Suzanne Kasler
for Hickory Chair pairs the
company’s signature classic
craftsmanship with thoughtful
details and functionality.
Choose a wood or white onyx
top and then customize it with
the perfect combination of
finishes to make it look right at
home in your space. Available
through A. Hoke Ltd. / to the
trade / www.ahokelimited.com

Pitcher Perfect

Made from hand-blown glass, these carafes double as beautiful objets
d’art. Keep one on your nightstand, and you’ll never have to head
to the kitchen to quench your thirst in the middle of the night. Each
carafe holds more than five cups and is available in four colorways.
Available at Anna Karlin online / $210 each / www.annakarlin.com
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Shut EYE

This charming bedding is the result of a partnership
between two local forces: interior designer Holly Phillips of
The English Room and Leigh Goodwyn of LeighDeux, the
bedding and soft goods company tailored toward dorms and
small bedroom spaces. Designed and manufactured in the
Carolinas, the eclectic collection Bright Eyes & Bushy Tails
includes three original designs in four colorways. Whimsical
and bold with mix-and-match patterns, whatever your
bedroom needs—bed skirts, bean bag cubes, duvets, floor
pillows—you name it, you’ll find it. Available at LeighDeux
online / Starting at $39 / www.leighdeux.com

Basket Case

Keep spare bedding or laundry in the Lucca basket
by Palecek. With cut-out handles and a powdercoated aluminum frame, this stylish piece can
stand up to heavy use. The basket’s hand-woven,
all-weather synthetic wicker makes it suitable for
the outdoors, too. So pick up one in cream for your
bedroom and a second in espresso to keep towels
handy poolside. Available through Candelabra /
$748 / www.shopcandelabra.com

Creating unique spaces!

Why settle for ordinary?
Let each room reflect
your personality and style.

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • Custom Fabrics • Locally Owned & Operated

Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 10 am - 7 pm Sun noon - 6 pm
Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm Closed Sunday

goodshomefurnishings.com

Pattern Maker

Vanity Fair

While subway tile is always a good idea, you may want to opt
for a more intricate design for your walls. Cue Young Huh’s
Essence collection for AKDO. The stone and waterjet glass
mosaic tile collection, including the Whimsy shown here in
Fog, will give your bathroom walls a subtle, graphic look.
Delicate, with a global aesthetic, the tiles are made-to-order
and lend a traveled, timeless feel. Available at AKDO online /
Starting at $99.46 per square foot / www.akdo.com

This feminine-meets-modern vanity might make you want to
consider adding a powder room—just to give it a home. Layers of
scalloped detailing create a playful or even beachy vibe. Choose
from nineteen high-lacquer colors, including parakeet shown here,
or request a custom color for your space. Available in three widths;
length is customized in two-inch increments to suit almost any
space. Available at Oomph online / $2,450 / www.oomphhome.com

towel Talk

Wrap up in style with these one hundred percent cotton Seville
bath linens from Matouk. Made in Portugal, the bath towels, hand
towels, washcloths, bath sheets, and tub mats have a stylish braid
pattern and colors inspired by painted villas in southern Europe.
Available at Isabella / Starting at $9 / www.isabellastyle.com
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Squared Away

Natural texture meets a sleek design aesthetic in the Amala waste
bin from Bunny Williams Home. Hand-crafted from bone in a
simple geometric pattern, it’s a chic, neutral addition to any bath
or powder room. Add the coordinating tray, tissue box cover, and
candle safe for a matched look. Available at Bunny Williams Home
online / $565 / www.bunnywilliamshome.com

Charlotte’s
Best Kept

SECRET
FOR
OUTDOOR
FABRIC
IS OUT!

300,000+ Yards in Stock
3,000+ patterns
to choose from
$29.99 top price
North Carolina’s
Premier Fabric Outlet
Charlotte • Burlington • Greensboro

Big Sales All Summer Long • New 100% Acrylic Outdoor Fabric in STOCK!
Come and get it before it’s gone

11435 Granite St. Unit D, Charlotte NC 28273 • 704-251-4030
Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 Sun 12:00-5:00
@thefabricoutlet

www.thefabricoutlet.com

@thefabricoutlet

Be Seated

Designed to be used in small
spaces with a nod to the midcentury modern aesthetic, the
lightweight Beetle backless stool
is equally at home at a restaurant
bar or pulled up to your kitchen
counter. Choose metal legs in
black, black chrome, or brass,
plus a variety of fabric and leather
upholstery options. Available at
Property Furniture online / $1,040 /
www.propertyfurniture.com

Round About

The Allen semi-circle drawer pull hints at the jewelry roots of its
Charlotte-based designer, Addison Weeks. The perfect piece of
jewelry for your vanity, it’ll add texture and contemporary styling to
your bath. Sold as a pair—just like your favorite pair of earrings—
each piece is handmade with the finish applied over solid brass and
coated in lacquer to prevent fingerprints and tarnishing. Available
through Addison Weeks / $176 / www.addisonweeks.com

Stow Away
Waterworks has brought style
and impeccable craftsmanship
to homes and commercial
spaces for more than forty
years. Their one-of-a-kind
collections are simple and
effortlessly stylish. Witness
the Bridle cabinetry collection,
which draws inspiration from
vintage luggage, antique
car trunks, and plank doors,
resulting in distinctive wood
paneling and hardware with
metal strapping. Best of all,
it’s supremely customizable
with eight wood finishes,
twenty-four paint colors, and
seven metal finishes. Available
at Bird Decorative Hardware &
Bath / Price upon request /
www.waterworks.com
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Rise & Shine

The Ionic collection from L’Object gives the
classic French press a style update. With its fluted
vertical design in brilliant white Limoges porcelain
inspired by classical architecture, a brass handle,
and top accented in gold, you’ll want to set the
alarm clock an hour early—there’s no doubt
you’ll want to linger over your morning coffee.
Available through Elizabeth Bruns / $276 /
www.elizabethbruns.com

C h a r l o t t e

A s h e v i l l e

S u r r o u n d i n g
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S H O W R O O M

112 N. Lafayette St.
Shelby, NC 28150
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GREENBROOK DESIGN
kitchen & bath home center

U P TO W N

S H E L B Y

704-434-0823
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design board

1

GRAY
Walker
Interior designer Gray Walker is no
stranger to the mix. With a penchant for
layering traditional yet modern elements with
a healthy dose of Southern charm, Walker
details the driving forces behind her wellknown aesthetic.
“My design inspiration comes from
objects and emotions. As I’ve gotten older,
I have found my interiors are about living
comfortably in high style. Things that inspire
me are client specific. The colors in a painting
and the way they work together, the design of
a fabulous rug, a garden view from a window,
or the architecture of the home I am working
on. Inspiration, for me, is everywhere all day
long. After I meet with a client and get a vision
for their home, my inspiration also comes
from their cues. I pride myself on creating
interiors that are true to the people that
inhabit the spaces I create for them. When I
see my clients’ eyes light up, I am inspired!”

2

3
4

6

5

1. Lynn Chase Jaguar Jungle Dinner Plate / www.replacements.com
2. Hermes Un Jardin Sur Le Toit Eau de Toilette / www.hermes.com
3. Amalfi Living Amalfi Tuxedo Sofa / www.amalfiliving.com
4. Laura Pearce Signature Hammered Gold Band / www.laurapearce.com
5. Arzberger Stationers Custom Designed Enclosure Cards / www.arzbergerstationers.com
6. Sabina Fay Braxton Hand-Dyed and Printed Pillow / www.sabinafaybraxton.com
7. Handcrafted Pottery from the Mint Museum Potters Market Invitational / www.mintmuseum.org
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Photography by Erica Mark

@bourgeoismcginn

704 533 2280

bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com

Charlotte’s Most Distinctive Homes
G AT E D C O M M U N I T I E S

$4.95 M

$4.25 M

PELLYN WOOD

GREENWOOD

2019 Craigmore Dr. | MLS 3254980
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623

8343 Providence Rd. | MLS 3299035
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

$2.295 M
MYERS PARK

$2.999 M

$1.095 M

$1.899 M
HEYDON HALL

964 Granville Rd. | MLS 3370143
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623

MORROCROFT ESTATES

7545 Morrocroft Farms Ln. | MLS 3197936
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623
Cindy Castano Swannack 704-904-6619

9514 Heydon Hall Circle | MLS 3382035
Leslie Fisher 704-906-4749

COURANCE

2244 La Maison Dr. | MLS 3390047
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

UNDER CONTRACT

$1.399 M

$2.1 M

$1.249 M

THE PALISADES GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
16919 Youngblood Rd. | MLS 3374052
Tracy Davis 704-779-9750
Alison Smith 704-996-6747

PROVIDENCE DOWNS SOUTH - WAXHAW
1617 Funny Cide Dr. | MLS 3371842
Dee Reid 704-281-3913
Anna Boyce Rankin 704-661-6753

LONGVIEW - WAXHAW

8500 English Turn Ln. | MLS 3380941
Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

- L a k e Nor m a n Col l e ct ion -

$7.2 M
NORMAN ESTATES - DENVER

8495 Norman Estates Dr. | MLS 3388984
Lori Ivester Jackson 704-996-5686

$1.999 M

$935 K

MAPLE GROVE - IRON STATION

SHADOWCREEK - CORNELIUS

500 Greywalls Ln. | MLS 3385936
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623

19607 Olde Spring Ct. | MLS 3309593
Lori Ivester Jackson 704-996-5686

Local Expertise, Tailored Service, Christie’s Credibility

704-499-3054 | IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202

Blinds

•

Shutters

Historic SOUTH END
1415 S Church St, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28203
(980) 202-5620

•

Shades

Cornelius
19924 Jetton Rd, Suite 103
Cornelius, NC 28031
(704) 997-8426

www.asacharlotte.com

•

Motorization

South Charlotte
10832 Providence Rd. Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28277
(980) 202-6530

See us on the

Dilworth Home Tour
Sept. 14-15 at 513 McDonald Ave.

Simply the Best...
Sophisticated, fashionable yet comfortable interiors with YOU in mind • Modern and Transitional designs for your home or office
• Fabrics, custom upholstered furniture, custom drapery and window shades, lighting,rugs, bed linens, case goods, original artwork,
reupholstery, pillows and accessories • No design fees with purchase • Free local delivery • Day and evening appointments available

Thank you for 21 years in business!

2502 Dunavant Street near Remount Road, Charlotte, NC 28203

704-332-5454 | crazyjanesinc.com

Home Design

Architecture by Ken Pursley; Interior Design by Heather Smith; Photography by Chris Edwards
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Drapery in the warm white living room is Kelly Wearstler’s
Channels by Groundworks in taupe and ivory. The tufted
hairhide ottoman is from Lee Industries.
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Light
into the

Designer Aida Saul infuses an artful
blend of airy light, soulful vintage, and
modern glamour into a family home.

Interior Design by Aida Saul | Written by Nancy Atkinson | Photography by Brie Williams
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Texture, luxury, and light fill this
beautifully curated sophisticated sitting
room. The wallpaper is Max’s Metallic
Raffia in natural silver by Phillip Jeffries.
The sofa is by Lee Industries, and the
rug is New Oriental Indian by Stark
Carpet. The embroidered floral pillows
are Groundworks Nolita in Lilac Taupe.
Vintage Murano chandelier and Lucite
lamp are from 1stdibs.
Opposite: A family portrait provides
a personal touch in the sitting room,
framed by two antique brass Architect
table lamps by Visual Comfort. The
console is by Bennett Discoveries.
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A

ida Saul of Aida Interiors has a talent for blending modern and traditional styles, throwing in unexpected elements that pull rooms together
with curated sophistication.
Seven years ago, she helped these homeowners renovate their beautiful home. They recently came back to her for a lighter color palette
and some fresh decor that would meet their family’s needs today.
	When working with a client, Saul says she needs to understand the style they want
first and then the mood. “Modern can be both light and airy, as well as dark and sexy,” she
says. “It’s important to describe how you see yourself and your family living in the home.”
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A transitional mid-century modern chandelier by
Neirmann Weeks lights a traditional Duncan Phyfe
table and vintage Mastercraft bamboo brass chairs
reupholstered in pearly Spinneybeck leather. Gold and
turquoise lamps by M. Clement round out the look.

	These homeowners asked for an interior that is light and airy
with touches of glamour. “They wanted an environment that was
comfortable for their close-knit family, but also helped them to
entertain in style,” she says.

Saul began by bathing the main living room in floor-to-ceiling
white. She further brightened the room with mirrored panels on
the ceiling and framed it with drapery panels in a modern taupe and
ivory design. She added layers of warmth to the room with light
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shades of textured pillows and a white tufted hairhide ottoman. Rich
metallic accessories add a just-right touch of glamour to the mix.
“I love this room because I know it will bring their family
together,” Saul says. “You might find three snuggled reading on
the sectional while two play chess or backgammon at the burled
wood game table in the corner.”
A large abstract painting in green and gold by New Orleans
artist Amanda Talley hangs behind a neutral vintage chair from
Slate Interiors. The artwork repeats Saul’s play of metallic gold
and gives the room a bold punch of color and spirit.
	The dining room highlights Saul’s talents for finding unique
pieces and fusing styles. The Neirmann Weeks chandelier sets
the tone for the room, blending mid-century modern whimsy
with transitional elegance. The vintage Mastercraft bamboo brass
dining chairs were reupholstered in pearly Spinneybeck leather
and paired with a traditional mahogany Duncan Phyfe table for
an unexpected twist that gives the room a light, luxurious edge.
Raw silk panels in an earthy tone finish the room with warm
sophistication.
Modernism is at play again in the home’s casual dining area,
where BRNO style chrome flat bar chairs surround a Julian
Chichester table with its hammered nickel base sitting on a
deeply tufted Moroccan rug in blush. Sheer white drapery panels
allow natural light to fill the room, bringing the outdoors in.
	Throughout the home, details and unexpected pairings make
the difference between a home that is simply a well-designed
transitional and one that feels artfully curated.
“I love unique and one-of-a-kind objects, and I try to create
small vignettes by grouping like and disparate objects that speak
to each other,” Saul says.
A light, crisp color palette throughout keeps the home bright,
while earth-toned touches, pottery, and metals anchor the airy
feel and keep the whites from being stark.
Because the family loves to entertain, the living room and
dining rooms were switched in the last renovation, and a wet bar
was added, shrinking the size of the original dining room to become
an intimate sitting room off the foyer. A small sectional, game table
and family portraits make this a warm, personal space.
	The wet bar in taupe lacquer projects understated elegance
with its mirrored backsplash and earthy granite countertops. A
smoked glass and brass cabinet from Slate Interiors displays a
dining room vignette with touches of richness from a teal lamp, a
painting from artist Mel Rea, and mid-century pottery.
	Their new home is quiet but not dull, neutral but still rich.
Saul attributes this project’s success to understanding the

Top: Earthy neutrals add depth to the airy white interiors. This smoked
glass and brass cabinet is from Slate Interiors. The artwork is by artist Mel
Rea shown through Hidell Brooks Gallery, and the mid-century pottery is
from Darnell & Company.
Bottom: The artwork in the living room by Amanda Talley from Hidell
Brooks Gallery provides the perfect backdrop for this vintage chair from
Slate Interiors.
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The burled wood game table in the living
room provides another place for the family to
relax, while elegant slipcovered dining chairs
from Lee Industries linger in the background.
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A mirrored mantel in the sitting room brings light and
a touch of glamour into this intimate family space.
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The casual dining area features vintage chrome
cantilever BRNO style chairs reupholstered in vinyl
from Modern Fabrics in Charlotte. The Julian Chichester
Dakota dining table sits on a blush Moroccan rug.
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A custom upholstered door leads to the
powder room, where Hicks’ Hexagon
wallpaper by Cole & Son dots the walls in a
dizzying and delightful pattern.
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The Boombox Series artwork by Lyle Owen KP,
who is represented by SOCO Gallery, is displayed
on Donghia textured wallpaper and hangs above
Aida Interiors’ custom-made cabinet.
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The finish on the mirrored wet bar gleams with Fine Paints of
Europe’s Hollandlac Brilliant from Eastway Paint.

homeowner’s vision and style from the outset.
It also helps that her clients trusted her completely.
“It is our goal to push clients a bit out of their comfort zone,
so there is an element of surprise in the final results,” she says.

“For me, a project is successful when I come back years later,
and I still find the home fresh and full of surprises.”
In the warm, airy light of this striking home, it’s obvious that
will not be a problem.u
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Formerly a long, narrow galley kitchen, the remodel
changed the kitchen’s layout for better functionality
and enlarged the windows to maximize views of the
patio and pool. The steel windows are framed by
ceiling-height backsplashes in champagne quartzite.
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New
Traditionalists
A couple gives their home an
elegant update that preserves
their traditional aesthetic.
August
/ September
| Home Design
& DecoR
Interior Design by Amy Vermillion | Written By
Aleigh
Acerni | 2018
Photography
by Dustin
PeckCharlotte
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The space is framed with hundred-year-old oak beams from Lynchburg,
Virginia, and the home’s original oak floors are refinished in a dark stain.
Custom cabinets under the stairs add storage.
Right: Under the stairs, custom cabinets maximize space, allowing for
additional storage—key for a kitchen that has few upper cabinets.
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A

ny homeowner who has experienced a flood or leak can tell you: even a
small amount of water can do major damage. For this traditional home in
a traditional neighborhood, water damage compelled a renovation, and the
adage proved true: necessity is the mother of invention.
To reinvent the space, interior designer Amy Vermillion of Amy Vermillion
Interiors worked with John Bourgeois and Mac McGinn of Bourgeois McGinn
Builders to create a beautiful, problem-solving space — from rethinking the floor plan to adding
innovative storage. The goal? New spaces that are as welcoming as they are functional.
“You want the design to draw you through the house,” McGinn says. The team started with the
floor plan, thickening the wall between the kitchen and the dining room to create a bar, absorbing
a powder room to create a multifunctional mudroom-meets-laundry-meets-prep space, and
reconfiguring the kitchen layout to maximize its best features and create a better flow.
In the kitchen, Vermillion chose champagne quartzite for its durability, beauty, and utility,
using it for the countertops and a ceiling-height backsplash. “The walls are stone all the way up
around the windows. It just gives it that clean look,” Vermillion says. “You can roll out dough
right on the stone.”
	Knowing that the homeowners would want to do just that is one of Vermillion’s hallmarks.
She pays attention to the tiniest details, from ensuring a favorite platter has the perfect storage
spot to the specific ways her clients will use a space. “With every project we do, we get right
up in the client’s business,” Vermillion says. “Do you bake? Are there small children setting the
table? Do you entertain? Casually or formally? All this stuff, we want to know about.”
	The light quartzite sets off the large, steel windows, which replaced the existing, smaller
windows to let in more natural light and maximize views. “The windows play a really big part in
[the transformation of the kitchen],” McGinn says.
“There’s an amazing view
of a patio and pool back there,”
Vermillion says.
Adding larger windows meant
losing some wall space for
upper cabinets, so Vermillion,
McGinn, and Bourgeois added
storage everywhere they could.
All of the cabinetry was painted
in a custom color Vermillion
designed just for this space. And
there are custom cabinets under
the stairs, including a cabinet
that rolls out about three feet.
Antique beams from
Lynchburg, Virginia lend
gravitas to the otherwise-airy
kitchen. “They’re century-old,
hand-hewn oak beams,” McGinn
says, adding that they had to
be milled down to precise new
specifications because of the
kitchen’s height limitations. The
original oak flooring, which was
sanded down and given a new,
dark stain, grounds the space.
The color palette brings
together all the design
elements—from the natural
wood of the beams to the
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Above the bar, an antique brick groin vault
lends a Lowcountry feel, which was inspired by
one of designer Amy Vermillion’s client’s home
on Kiawah Island, South Carolina. Vermillion
used the same champagne quartzite for the bar
and decided to backlight it after realizing that
the natural stone was translucent.

cool gray of the steel windows. But it doesn’t detract from the
home’s modern feel. “This is a traditional home in a traditional
neighborhood,” Vermillion says. “There are ways to incorporate
this clean, new design we have going and not be cold.”
In the new mudroom, which combined an existing laundry
room with a powder room, there’s plenty of storage. “[The
homeowners] already have a powder room on this floor, so

we took part of that for a new mudroom/laundry/prep space,”
Vermillion says. Now the homeowners have a place to stow
their small appliances and electronics, do their laundry, and
have more counter space for prep work when they’re hosting
dinner guests.
On the other side of the kitchen, the renovated formal dining
room and new bar are also full of inventive design features. One
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Top: In the mudroom-meets-laundry
room, a prep area has more quartzite,
lots of storage, and a textured
grasscloth wallcovering.
Bottom: In the dining room, recessed
cabinets store linens and serveware.
The traditional look is updated with
Lucite-and-brass hardware.

of Vermillion’s favorite features of the renovated dining room are
the recessed cabinets on one wall. Although this type of storage in a
dining room isn’t a new concept, it gives the feel of a historic home
but modernized with Lucite-and-brass handles and painted in a semihigh gloss. “The drawers are for linens, etcetera,” Vermillion says.
“It’s a new-old idea.”
Built into the nook that was created in the thickened wall
between the kitchen and dining room, the bar area unites the
look and feel of the newly renovated rooms while adding utility
that didn’t previously exist. The small-but-mighty space includes
an icemaker, a beverage center, bottle storage, and a piece of
the same champagne quartzite from the kitchen. On the ceiling,
a groin vault built with antique brick—and inspired by one of
Vermillion’s client’s homes on Kiawah Island, South Carolina—
gives the space a hint of old Lowcountry flair.
But perhaps Vermillion’s favorite feature is the bar’s backlit
backsplash. “We needed a lot of slab for that kitchen, and it was
not inexpensive. I go in and lay out all the slab pieces with my
fabricator,” Vermillion says. “I want to make sure the veins aren’t
going crazy, and there’s not a rust spot or pit in the middle of the
island. I know which slab is going to be the island; I know which will
be the slab over the cooktop. We needed a little bit more, and we had
a little bit extra, so I said, ‘Let’s use this in the bar.’”
	While deciding which piece of quartzite to use, Vermillion and
McGinn realized the stone was translucent—and Vermillion got
a flash of inspiration. She decided to install LED lights behind the
backsplash, backlighting the stone for a gentle glow in the bar.
“I said, ‘We’re going to backlight the bar. It’s going to be amazing,’”
Vermillion says, and she loves the result. “When it’s on, it’s
sensational. It’s sexy; it’s unusual.”u
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Charlotte
5431 Monroe Rd.
704-568-7600

Outlet Center
5419 Monroe Rd.
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Huntersville
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704-896-9626
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9405 E. Independence Blvd
704-708-4223

Pineville
11523-D Carolina Place Pkwy
704-527-5510

poker face

An Eastover couple
changes the face of a
Georgian home – if not
in face, in style.

Architecture by Pursley Dixon | Interior Design by Heather Smith
Written by Blake Miller | Photography by Chris Edwards
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Interior designer Heather Smith kept the
color palette neutral to not only allow
for the layering of textures and rustic
elements but also allowing the home’s
original circa-1940s architectural details to
shine. In the living room, existing molding
and trim and subtle details add a dose of
tradition to the more modern aesthetic.
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To avoid a monotonous look to the kitchen, Heather Smith suggested concrete for the
island in a mushroom hue as opposed to continuing with the marble on the backsplash. “We
wanted a casual, low-key vibe in this space,” Smith explains, “And concrete is a great material
for that and also complements the marble by pulling out the darker veins in the marble.”

N

atalie Homesley and her husband, David, had
been waiting for the opportunity to move.
They’d been living in their Eastover home since
2004, a neighborhood they loved, and while
they enjoyed the home, the family of four had
outgrown it. So when a house just down the
street went on the market, Homesley jumped at the chance to

take a peek. But she didn’t go alone.
	Having already fallen in love with architect Ken Pursley’s
work after walking through many of his past clients’ homes,
the Homesleys knew that if they ever had to renovate or build
new, they’d enlist Pursley. “Every house that I’ve loved, Ken
designed,” Homesley says, who relied on Pursley’s discerning
eye to look over the for-sale home to see if it had potential.
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“The goal of the previous home was to choose furniture that had longevity
and that would be classic in style,” Heather Smith explains. “It allowed the
clients to have the confidence to invest in new pieces that were right for this
house knowing they didn’t have to completely furnish the whole home from
scratch.”

After walking through the circa-1940s traditional Georgianstyle property, Pursley was convinced that the home was not a
teardown. In fact, he felt it had strong bones and a deep enough
lot that would allow for expanding without feeling overcrowded
in the backyard. “It had a pretty face, and I loved the little wing
walls on either side, unique and elegant,” he explains. Within a
few days, the Homesleys went under contract.

Pursley’s goal with every project is to maintain the integrity
of the original home while also modernizing it and adding to
the home without it feeling tacked on. “Georgian architecture
has a bit of a poker face,” Pursley says. “It doesn’t tell you a lot
about itself from the front versus a Tudor-style home that’s more
gestural in style. Natalie and David liked that it was unassuming
from the front but that there was so much potential in the back.
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Architect Ken Pursley wanted the outdoor
living space to be an extension of the
adjacent family room, so floor-to-ceiling
glass panels create a seamless feel while
also providing ample natural light.
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I really wanted to walk the line of creating something that’s contrarian
but also would be relevant fifty years from now.”
	Toeing the line between tradition and modern meant keeping
the existing architectural details and proportions in the home and
maintaining the original footprint but with the addition on the back to
create a more open floor plan. “A lot of times architects go in and try
to turn a house into something it’s not,” Pursley explains. “If there’s
something that’s already working why undo it? I didn’t want to change
it for change’s sake.” By painting the interiors the same color, it gave the
home an edge and made it a little quieter and understated and, in some
ways, more modern and less busy.
	The upstairs catwalk to the master bedroom in the back of the
home was one area of Pursley’s design that really opened up the
home and modernized it. As you pass over the bridge to the master
bedroom, you walk by a dramatic wall of windows that are dressed
with three-story-high custom draperies, an idea by interior designer

Top: The unassuming facade of the circa-1940s Georgian home was one of the elements
that Ken Pursley loved about this project. “The project felt successful because it all goes
together, but it’s not boring or predictable,” he says. “It’s an addition to an existing
structure, but it feels respectful but also contributing in some way as well. I like that
balance.”
Bottom: To modernize the traditional home, Ken Pursley removed the existing small
door and replaced it with a larger opening and a paneled door on a pivot.
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Homeowners David and Natalie Holmesley wanted the home
to feel moody and dramatic, so Ken Pursley designed the
master bathroom with a stunning, seamless glass shower
accented with rustic wood features and simple soaking tub.
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Heather Smith layered heavy draperies throughout
the home including the master bathroom to create
the dramatic aesthetic the homeowner wanted.
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Heather Smith of Circa Interiors. “It creates
this treehouse experience with lots of light,
but it’s done in a mature way,” Pursley says.
“Sometimes with a more restrained language
with Georgian classical architecture, you lose
some of those moments. So, I like that there
are these emotional experiences within a fairly
restrained architectural language.”
	To help bring to life Pursley’s architecture,
the Homesleys reached out to Heather Smith
of Circa Interiors, who had designed their
previous residence. “We loved what Heather
had done in our original home, and we knew
we wanted her to work on this one,” Homesley
explains. This time, though, the Homesleys
wanted a moodier, darker interior that felt
dramatic yet comfortable. Having installed
the interiors on their last home, Smith was
able to seamlessly transition those pieces into
their new house. “We chose things that were
truly timeless, which is why they work so well
in this new space, too,” Smith explains. The
designer’s approach was to start with lighter
interiors in the front of the home, and as you
transition to the back of the home, you end
with darker hues and furnishings – the perfect
complement to Pursley’s dramatic architecture.
	With two young sons, the Homelseys
needed function and comfort in not only
the layout of the home but also the finishes.
Concrete kitchen counters with a subtle
mushroom hue are durable as well as
complementary to the marble backsplash.
Slipcovered double benches at the kitchen
counter by Lee Industries “keep it cleaner and
less choppy in the space,” Smith explains.
	The home is the result of both Pursley and
Smith seamlessly weaving traditional with
modern. “I like that there are these emotional
experiences within a fairly restrained
architectural language,” Pursley says. “The
project felt successful because it all goes
together, but it’s not boring or predictable.”u

Having designed David and Natalie Homesley’s
previous residence, Heather Smith was able to
easily transition the couple’s existing furniture and
accessories into their new home.
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Premier Stone Fabric ators of marble, quartz and gr anite
Visit our New Complete kitchen and bath Design Studio
offering cabinets, tile, faucets, hardware and design Services

Fr om Conc e p t to Co mp le t i o n, W e H e l p Ma k e You r V i s i on a R ealit y
New Location with full kitchen displays and large slab selection
Conveniently located off Highway 16
963 N NC Highway 16 | Denver, NC 28037
704-966-4470 | www.lakenormangranite.com

Corbelle Collection

B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
When it comes to your dream home – making sure it is perfect means tons of tough decisions. Let our
knowledgeable product experts relieve the stress and restore the fun while introducing you and your
design team to our extensive collection of products from the most sought after brands.

CHARLOTTE
F E RGUSON S H OWROOM S .COM

©2018 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0618 883608

Request your appointment today at fergusonshowrooms.com
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Interior Design by Aida Saul; Photography by Brie Williams
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or those of you familiar with the art that Anne
Neilson has created, most notably her Angel
series, to walk into her eponymous gallery
in SouthPark may leave you surprised and
thoroughly enchanted. Surprised because her
artwork dances in the shadows and enchanted
because, with a team of incredible women at the helm, Anne
Neilson Fine Art is simultaneously sophisticated, approachable,
and full of heart.
“Our purpose is to give back through art,” Anne Neilson says.
“I want our gallery to be known as a lighthouse.” With donations
totaling more than $250,000 to date already gifted to different nonprofits through portions of their monthly sales, Neilson’s purpose is
easily attained. Though Neilson’s angels are always available (albeit
inventory fluctuates depending on how much time Neilson can
spend in her on-site studio), they reside in the background of her
gallery. This, in itself, poetically mirrors her mission: to showcase
others while quietly giving herself – an angel of sorts.

By Anne Marie Ashley

Moving from her smaller South End space to a more visible,
much larger space in SouthPark has allowed the gallery to grow
in size and numbers. The four women responsible for running
the day-to-day are equally knowledgeable, gracious, and original
in their roles.
	Koren Ayers, the gallery manager, hails from New York,
where she spent a decade merchandising some of America’s
most well-known brands like Liz Claiborne, Sigrid Olsen, and
Federated Department Stores to name a few. When she made
the transition to Charlotte, Ayers began designing extraordinary
closets and storage spaces (think Carrie Bradshaw-style) for
local clients. Joining Anne Neilson Fine Art was an easy decision
– she is following her true passion for fine art and interiors while
also giving back to her community. “Surrounding yourself with
beautiful things and beautiful people make it easy to come to
work each day,” Ayers explains.
	Neilson’s gallery represents more than forty-five global artists
– some established and others just emerging – all of whom
need a voice and a forum to showcase
their stunning and inspiring work. With a
wide range of media and exhibitions that
rotate every four to six weeks, curator
Anna Elliott must continuously update her
knowledge and enthusiasm for the latest
offerings. It is her voice, after all, that the
artists are using to highlight their work.
“As the curator, I work with artists on
a daily basis, and I enjoy both the rewards
and the challenges involved in finding
new talent and planning creative, thoughtprovoking exhibitions,” Elliott says.
Elliott is more than capable, with four
years of experience as a fine art underwriter
in New York and more recently, earning
her master degree in fine and decorative
art from Sotheby’s Institute. “My goal is to
highlight the diverse talents of our many
artists and share their gift with the Charlotte
community and beyond.”
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The staff makes it easy for clients – both residential and
corporate – to find just the right piece of art. They offer
expertise for residential art placement and provide corporate
curation as well. Corporate relations manager, Leslie
Culbertson, has an art history degree and has earned her
stripes working for both Sotheby’s and The Mint Museum. In
addition, she served as chair of the acquisitions committee for
the Mint Museum Auxiliary and is a former board member of
the McColl Center for Art + Innovation.
	The full-service gallery can work with clients on custom
framing and installation as well. Behind the scenes, Jen Panaro,
the gallery’s graphic designer, creates all the marketing, signage,
and interest-inducing emails that bring people out in droves to
check out exhibitions and special events throughout the year.
	Yes, this team of women create the energy you feel upon
entering the gallery. It’s their passion to create an environment
where clients and public alike can feel at ease viewing, learning,
casually perusing, and appreciating artwork. “Some people are intimidated by galleries,” Neilson says. “We want you to feel comfortable
coming in here, whether you’re dressed up or in your yoga clothes.” In the end, the way Anne Neilson runs her gallery is how she views life
– surround yourself with people you love and trust and everyone can give back beautiful things to this world.u
Come in the Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery and meet the women that make it all work. Explore the latest exhibition or even take a peek at Anne
Neilson’s angels. Visit the space in SouthPark at 532 Governor Morrison Street, Suite C-110 or for more information, call 704-496-9181.
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THE TOLL BROTHERS EXPERIENCE

Trusted since 1967, Toll Brothers is an award-winning company committed to extraordinary customer service
and the highest level of quality and value. As America’s Luxury Home Builder, we offer our buyers a wide
variety of homes and communities – from ranch-style homes to two-story single-family homes, and from
active-living and resort-style communities with state-of-the-art amenities to traditional neighborhoods.
Toll Brothers proudly offers the finest homes in the best locations in the Charlotte and Raleigh areas in
North Carolina, where luxury meets convenience, and neighbors become lifelong friends.

One of our Homes’ Most Attractive Features

Visit our luxury home communities in these prestigious areas:
CHARLOTTE | WEDDINGTON | MARVIN | INDIAN LAND, SC
RALEIGH | CARY | APEX | DURHAM | WAKE FOREST

COMING SOON TO MINT HILL AND HOLLY SPRINGS
Homes priced from the $300,000s to over $1 million
For more photos of our professionally decorated models, visit TollBrothers.com/HomeDesignDecor

Design trends, tips & more at TollTV.com | Download the Toll Brothers App today
Open Sun.–Mon. 1 pm–6 pm, Tues.–Sat. 10 am–6 pm. Brokers welcome. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without notice. Photos are images only and should not be relied
upon to confirm applicable features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law.
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Alligator

Tales
By Brandy Woods Snow
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I

t all started with a few high-quality imported crocodile
accessories, the burning desire for a new business opportunity, and a modest one hundred square-foot store
in Buckhead. Today, that fledgling business has grown
into a twenty-five-year-strong lifestyle retail giant with
more than 13,000 square-feet in two locations.
	When Brad and Debbie Weitz started B.D. Jeffries in 1992,
their distinctive line of crocodile accessories was soon joined
by Turkish jewelry lines, pet accessories, men’s cufflinks, and
belt buckles. Business quickly accelerated, and to keep up with
demand, an expansion into the Charlotte market—a city with
proximity and a similar demographic to Atlanta—was initiated in
1998. With the new location and increased traffic, B.D. Jeffries
moved to further diversify its product mix to include more
home furnishings with both new and antique furniture options.
New categories are being added all the time, and Debbie Weitz

is continuously searching for the latest trends in her travels to
Europe, Mexico, Belgium, and Morocco, as well as the American
West and Northwest.
“Our carefully curated collection of refined home furnishings,
mixed with one-of-a-kind accessories and antiques, is constantly
changing,” Brad Weitz says. “A unique and timeless array of
men’s and women’s fashion accessories perfects the mix and
distinguishes B.D. Jeffries as a one-stop shopping destination.”
	While the original accessories (now private label and made
of American alligator) are a staple, B.D. Jeffries touts itself as a
true lifestyle store, continuing to grow product lines specializing
in unique gifts and accessories for personal and home use.
Value-added services such as in-house interior designers, an
online sales division, and a complete bridal registry that allows
brides-to-be to select a range of items, including china, crystal,
furniture, and home accessories for their wish list, sets B.D.
Jeffries apart from the competition.
Weitz says it’s this attention to detail that
has propelled B.D. Jeffries to its current
success. “A sophisticated and unique
aesthetic, plus the loyal client base we’ve
built through the years of superior customer
service has been key to our long-term
success. Going forward, our e-commerce
website, which has brought in tremendous
sales and is the perfect vehicle for our also
growing bridal registry, combined with
our bi-annual catalog and in-house design
services, will be the cornerstone of our
forward growth.”
B.D. Jeffries also represents names such
as Simon Pearce, Juliska, Longchamp, and
Cisco Brother’s upholstery, in addition to
several other home furnishing lines. They
also boast an extensive selection of original
art, including local and regional artists.
Weitz says the B.D. Jeffries team
is focused on authenticity, aesthetics,
and customer service as the crux of
their commitment to the total customer
experience. “We embrace imperfection to
create a distinct contemporary-meets-rustic
vibe and love to mix in French and Belgian
antiques. Our eclectic and unique product
offerings are assembled with the customer
in mind and will never be stale. That’s what
makes us the perfect place to find something
for everyone.”u

For your home and lifestyle needs, visit B.D. Jeffries
at 720 Governor Morrison Street, Charlotte, call
800- 954-3004, or go online at www.bdjeffries.com.
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Modern • Classic • Timeless

WE HAVE IT ALL.

Modern Lighting
Design Store
Store Hours:
Tuesday-Friday – 10am-6pm, Saturday – 10am-4pm

1315 East Boulevard | Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-0109

www.modernlightingdesign.com

Ready For Breathtaking?
Give your windows the treatment they deserve.®

When shopping for window treatments, you want
it all: beauty, durability, color, light blocking, noise
control and more. We get that.
That’s why Sunburst offers a variety of premium
quality and innovative window treatments. From
ultra durable Polywood shutters® to our exclusive
wood and reclaimed shutters, colorful blinds and
shades and now barn doors. Sunburst has it.
It’s everything you need to fit your budget and
style, and it’s all available from Sunburst Shutters
& Window Fashions.

sunburstshutters.com
Call for free in home estimates.

Serving Charlotte and surrounding areas
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980-404-2045

DESIGN WITH

THIN BRICK,

THE NATURAL CHOICE.

Blank walls have the potential to be so much more...
Thin Brick brings natural elements from the outdoors to your home’s interior. The time-honored beauty and durability
of brick also provides a sense of comfort and familiarity. Why keep the beauty of brick on the outside of your home
only to leave the inside with mundane drywall and paint?
Transcend the traditional in your design and take brick to
places it’s never gone before!
T H I N M A S O N R Y P R O D U CT S
GeneralShale.com

10800 Reames Road, Charlotte, NC 28269

704-599-2877

Improvements

Features
and
Function
By Dana W. Todd
Interior Design by Wendi Gragg
Photography by Darrin Holiday
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A

unique collaborative design process conceived
by Greenbrook Design, which exclusively offers
custom cabinets from Walker Woodworking, not
only provided one Charlotte family its tailor-made
kitchen remodel but also did it on an accelerated
timeline. How could something that seems so complicated be completed so efficiently?
	During the design phase, Greenbrook Design presented the
homeowners with preliminary renovation plans for their traditional
kitchen and allowed them to make on-the-spot interactive updates while
sitting with the designer in the showroom. This synergistic process
allowed the homeowners to align their wishes for the final project while
seeing the changes come to life in 3-D on a computer monitor.
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“Together we are able to
walk through the spatial plan
of the kitchen layout, which
helps homeowners visualize the
finished product and improves
communication,” Brandon
Fitzmorris of Walker Woodworking
and Greenbrook Design says.
“Unspoken expectations equal unmet
expectations, and our process is
designed to eliminate those.”
During the design conversation,
the homeowners expressed interest
in arranging both the range and
refrigerator on the same wall. By
showing them instantly in the 3-D
software how this would cramp the
kitchen layout, Fitzmorris helped
the owners quickly make a layout
change that permitted a better
workflow using the expansive
sixty-inch appliances on their
wish list. Such ease of adjustment
significantly compressed the entire
project timeline.
The Walker Woodworking
team then set about transforming
the kitchen to function the way the
family needed it to work. The team
designed and built a large walk-in
pantry with double doors and an
encapsulated workstation to take
the place of the original small singledoor pantry and adjacent cluttered
desktop. Now all the family’s papers
and pantry items are tucked away,
instantly decluttering the space along
the wall next to the stairwell.
Next, they upfitted the existing
wine bar to a more transitional look.
Moving away from dark cabinetry, the team removed the upper
cabinets and replaced them with driftwood-inspired floating shelves
and an antique mirror as a backsplash. New base cabinetry and an
under-counter wine fridge complete the transition and update the
way the homeowners use the more accommodating space.
	The transformation of the kitchen island – from narrow and
dark to wider and lighter – added even more functionality for the
family. By choosing a Julien workstation with removable cutting
board, drying rack, bottom grid, and colander, the owners can
more easily and quickly prep food right at the island sink.
	Even though the focus was on function, Walker Woodworking
also upgraded the custom cabinetry with special features, such
as walnut interiors and choice finishes for durability.

Walker Woodworking once again implemented its mission in
this kitchen remodel project: “You dream it. We build it.”u

Visit Greenbrook Design’s showroom, which carries sample custom
cabinetry by Walker Woodworking, at 112 N. Lafayette Street in Shelby or
call Walker Woodworking directly at 704-434-0823 to schedule a design
consultation for your custom project.
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Visit Charlotte’s Largest Flooring Showroom

We Provide FREE
in Home Estimates
Special Financing Options
Available to those that Qualify

Family Owned and Operated
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Charlotte, NC 28205
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HughesFloorCovering.com
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ust a few months ago, Charlotte became one of
only a handful of locations in the country with a
Cambria quartz gallery, courtesy of an exclusive
partnership between Cambria and MARVA Marble
and Granite. This partnership opens up the world
of American-made Cambria quartz to the Charlotte
market, a brand that has become one of the hottest products in
the residential design marketplace.
“This is a state-of-the-art facility and is a unique concept on
the East Coast,” Tania Kornblau of MARVA says. Homeowners
can browse more than 150 Cambria quartz selections in the
gallery, from vignettes showcasing practical applications and
a library wall of samples to a walkable outside gallery of full
quartz slabs. The front desk, a built-in bar, and a conference
table all are displayed with different Cambria quartz selections
to illustrate even more design ideas.
	The new curated Charlotte showroom is carrying the
very latest Cambria products, including five new quartz
introductions:
Mersey™ - As part of the Marble Collection, Mersey is a
deep, glossy black quartz with white veins that add interest and
movement. This dramatic design is an inversion of the typical
interpretation of marble and is the perfect slab for a homeowner
looking to make a high-fashion statement.
Bridgewater™ - Cambria characterizes this addition to the
Marble Collection as “a blend of soothing denimy blues,” a
comfortable and laid-back addition for a coastal or minimalistic

contemporary space. With an understated tone, it is a perfect
choice for small spaces in which a high movement stone would
be overwhelming.
Skara Brae™ - This third addition to the Marble Collection
features a bone white background against which deep taupe
and moss green veins flow with bold movement. The design
is all about earthy inspiration and is a welcome choice for
large countertops where a homeowner would like to make a
statement. Due to its of-the-earth pigmentation, it is also quite
adaptable to a rustic farmhouse vibe.
Levven™ - Ripples of greys, blacks, and whites cascade across
this new quartz in the Oceanic Collection. Levven imitates the
movement of the ocean’s waves and makes a striking statement
for a bold design aesthetic while keeping the colors neutral and
able to harmonize with a range of color palettes.
Blackpool Matte™ - As the name suggests, this Desert
Collection addition comes in a smooth, matte black finish
inspired by soapstone and embracing Old World charm. It
exudes a warm and inviting tone in a room and is a commanding
presence with its silken finish. Matte finishes are one of this
year’s design trends and contrast nicely with glossy design
elements.u
MARVA invites you to walk through its new Charlotte showroom featuring
Cambria quartz at 4120 Turtle Creek Lane. No appointment is needed
to view more than 150 Cambria quartz slabs available in nineteen edge
options. From wild and vibrant to calm and understated, Cambria has an
option for your home. Call the MARVA showroom at 704-588-8711.
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t was the summer of 1981. My heart was in the service industry, but after
working in bars and nightclubs for the better part of six years, I’d hit a metaphorical wall. In the kitchen is where I wanted to be. The trouble was, I didn’t know
much about cooking – especially the type of cooking for which people would pay.
Enter, Julia Child’s classic cookbook, Mastering the Art of French Cooking. Both
volumes. At twenty-six years old, this wasn’t a small investment. But after a few
weeks of internal debate, I finally pulled the trigger.
I was in Clemson, living in a small apartment with a 150-square foot kitchen that was
makeshift, at best. My tools consisted of a few enamel cast irons and sharp knives – the
basics. There were more disasters than successes, but as overwhelming as French cooking
can be, Julia Child helped make it approachable. And when my first chicken fricassee,
complete with a white wine reduction and herb bouquets, came together into a delicious
meal, my mind was absolutely blown. Almost forty years later, with worn edges and dogeared pages, these two volumes still have a home on my kitchen bookshelf.
	The value of wine and its place in cooking was consistently talked about in the materials
I’d been devouring – Sancerre and chèvre, Bordeaux and duck confit, Saunter and crème
brûlée. The list goes on. In the summer of 1983, I had the opportunity to visit Napa,
California and it changed everything. The marriage of food and wine was like nothing I had
ever experienced, and bringing it back, sharing it with the Carolinas became my mission.
I opened the first Noble’s restaurant in High Point on July 6, 1983. The food was locally
grown, the menu was scratch-made, and everything in the wine cellar was French. We cut
no corners, invested in quality ingredients, and promised consistency to our guests. This
was a great time – a fun time. There were jazz musicians playing downstairs five nights
a week, and we harvested from our own herb garden. It was also in 1983 that we added a
bakery that specialized in rustic breads.

“
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	That first 150-square foot kitchen feels
like it was a million years ago and also just
yesterday. Over the years our kitchens
have evolved, but the principals have
stayed the same. We moved the Noble’s
concept to Winston-Salem in 1992 and
then opened our first Charlotte location
in 2000. Rooster’s in SouthPark followed
in 2006, as well as The King’s Kitchen in
2010 and Rooster’s Uptown in 2012.
	The most recent addition to our
restaurant group is Copain, a French-style
bakery and catering kitchen. The kitchen
is currently being installed in the same
building as Rooster’s SouthPark. The retail
side of things won’t open until the fall, but
catering and online bakery orders for Copain
are up and running. In fact, we recently
catered for Capitol’s twentieth-anniversary
party at North Corner Haven.
It’s 2018, and a barbecue concept that
has been on my mind for the past twentysix years will finally be a reality. For years
I’d promised myself a smoke shop, and I
am excited to announce that Noble Smoke
will open at 2216 Freedom Drive later this
year. Carolina pulled-pork and my sixteenhour brisket will be menu staples, but
we’ll also be serving fresh and seasonal
produce from local farms while avoiding
traditional deep-fried sides. It’s a nod to
the greats who paved the way, with a twist
of our own.
	The apartment kitchen where it all
started is a bit different than the kitchens
we’re working in now, but the heart
of the experience is the same. Those
two worn books still grace my kitchen
bookshelf, and my passion for delivering
only the best dining experiences is a
constant. So stay tuned – new ideas for
Charlotte food are already in the works.
But more on that later.u
Chef Jim Noble is the executive chef and owner
of Noble Food and Pursuits. His belief in providing
restoration through food led him to launch The
King’s Kitchen, a non-profit restaurant in Uptown
Charlotte, as well as the Charlotte Mecklenburg
Dream Center. These days, you’ll likely find
Chef Noble sitting at Table 11 in Rooster’s
SouthPark working on his latest projects,
Noble Smoke and Copain, both of which are
set to open in late 2018. For more information,
visit www.noblefoodandpursuits.com.
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Custom Homes from $300K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333
Custom homes on your homesite
Homesite preparation and/or demo of existing home
Modern Design Studio for your selections
Home Warranty | Large plan portfolio with the ability to customize
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ou’ve spent months, maybe years dreaming about remodeling your
home and now you’ve gathered up the courage and funds to get started.
Your Pinterest board and your Houzz ideabook are full of inspiration
images. You’ve talked to numerous friends and family about their remodeling experiences to get advice. You’ve researched local firms that
provide design and remodeling services to figure out which one offers
the best fit for your needs. The days of living in your old space are coming to an end!
You’re ready! You’re excited! So let’s get started now!
	Having a sense of urgency is understandable. Naturally, when we finally gather the
courage to take on a huge change, we want it to happen quickly. The same is true for
home remodeling. But unfortunately, it isn’t available via two-day shipping for Prime
members, if you know what I mean. Planning for remodeling is a process with a series of
necessary steps before the first hammer is even swung.
Here’s an overview:
Conceptual and Construction Plans
It all starts with scaled conceptual 3D renderings to establish a general direction

u

When Can
You Start?
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towards a final design. After a few tweaks, conceptual plans then
get converted to detailed construction-ready documents.
Existing Site Evaluations
	Remodeling means transforming an existing space, so before
estimates can be finalized, a team of professionals needs to comb
the existing home to see what will be required to transform
it into what’s been put on the construction plans. Plumbers,
electricians, HVAC specialists, and structural engineers are part
of this team, to name a few.
Fixture and Finish Selection
	While it is not uncommon to enter a remodeling contract full of
allowances for fixtures and finishes, try to minimize the unknowns
by making those decisions before signing a contract. That means
deciding on cabinetry, countertops, hardware, plumbing and lighting
fixtures, appliances, and flooring to name the most common.

Pre-Construction Staging
	With a contract and construction plans in place, permits can
be applied for, custom materials can be ordered, and crews can
be scheduled. One final walkthrough with the construction and
design team ensures all are on the same wavelength before work
begins. This is also the time to get more detailed information
about construction logistics and disruptions (parking, dust
control, work hours, etc.), especially if you plan to remain in the
home while the project is underway.
As you can see, many things must take place between when
you first decide to remodel and when the project gets underway.
Following the necessary steps will take time, but the result will
be well worth the wait! u
Brad Little is the president of Case Design/Remodeling of Charlotte and
has been leading a team of award-winning designers and craftsmen since
2005. To view more of their projects and schedule a free consultation,
visit www.casecharlotte.com or call 704-759-3920.
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The Rug Gallery

At The Furniture Connector
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You know that your garage door is a big part of your beautiful home. You also know that the durability and functionality of the garage
doors for your commercial business says a lot about your business. We are well aware of this. Regardless of the type of door you
choose, you can be confident that Cox Door Company Inc. stands behind each and every door that’s sold. With great craftsmanship
comes great responsibility. This is why we also stand behind the quality accessories that go along with these great doors.

We Offer free estimates in new Doors!

704-821-8898

www.coxdoor.com • philcox@coxdoor.com
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think every home needs a technology-free space – no television, no phones,
and no iPads. A space to really relax, maybe listen to music, talk, take a nap,
or even read a book (you know, the paperback kind). I enjoy a full mix of all
the things I love, interesting pieces, slightly busy walls, and lots of texture. I
am working on creating such a space in my own home and have drawn inspiration from a space I recently installed.
	When working on this music room for a client, I took my lead from black-and-white
Schumacher wallpaper – it instantly pulls you in and gives the space drama. Using
different textures and furniture styles, I began purposeful layering. Each piece is
different from the other yet when seen as a whole complements one another. I fell in

K eim
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Technology
Takes a
Back Seat
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Each piece is different from
the other yet when seen as a
whole complements one another.
love with this floor lamp and chose it as the jewel of the room – that one “must
have” every room needs. Textured pillows and a mohair blanket say, “sit and
stay a while.”
In it’s simplest form, this music room is the technology-free space everyone
can relax in. At it’s best, it brings everyone together. u

Beth Keim is the owner of Lucy and Company, a full-service interior design firm located
at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213. For more information visit www.lucyandcompany.com
or call 704-342-6655.
Photos courtesy of Mekenzie Loli
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Let us help you find your
dream kitchen!
THE SANCTUARY

CHALLIS FARM

13910 Claysparrow Rd.

5600 Challisford Ln.

$1,325,000 | Call for Showings

$1,375,000 | Call for Showings

CHRISTINE HOTHAM
NC & SC BROKER / REALTOR®,ASP®, SPS®

Diamond Level Sales Leader 2016 & 2017
Top Sales Leader - Ballantyne Office 2016 & 2017
Platinum Customer Service Award 2014-2017

704. 607. 2338

chotham@helenadamsrealty.com
christinehotham.com
Moving Up, Out, or In - Call Christine Hotham

LAKE NORMAN | RANDOLPH RD. | BALLANTYNE

HELENADAMSREALTY.COM
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Bring The
Outside In

I

t doesn’t matter if you have a sliver of a patio or an expansive backyard with a
pool, on nice days there’s nothing better than coming home, kicking off your
shoes, grabbing an ice-cold drink, and heading right outside.
“
Outdoor living is booming, and it isn’t any wonder
why. Frequently, out-ofdoors is the best part of the house, especially in a location like ours. Whether it’s
because they want to enjoy nature, extend their living area, or have more room to
entertain, homeowners want to blur the lines between their indoor and outdoor spaces and
make outdoor living part of their everyday life.
It’s essential that these spaces have been thoughtfully designed, so they can be as
comfortable and usable as indoor spaces – no roughing it here! Architecture needs to
seamlessly flow outdoors with open spaces and clean lines of site. Thoughtful elements
such as deep-seated sofas and sectionals, layered lighting, ceiling fans, fireplaces, and even
TVs provide a comfortable indoor touch.
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	Think about it like bringing all the
comforts and style of your indoors, out.
Low maintenance materials that can
withstand outdoor environments such as
stone, metal, and all-weather fabrics are
practical and make your outdoor spaces
even more enjoyable.u

Using her trademark blend of tradition and
innovation, New Old co-founder Mary Ludemann
has been designing and building dream homes for
more than a decade. To find out how she can bring
your ideal home from a dream to a reality,
visit www.newold.com, call 704-975-3723, or
email building@newold.com.
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arts and culture

spotlight
Corteo: Cirque du Soleil
Spectrum Center
August 8-12
www.spectrumcentercharlotte.com

The Fine Art of Art Pop
Elder Gallery of Contemporary Art
August 23 - September 4
www.eldergalleryclt.com

The Glenn Miller Orchestra
Belk Theater  
August 17
7 p.m.
www.blumenthalarts.org
The famed Glenn Miller Orchestra from New York will perform for one singular night
at Charlotte’s Belk Theater at Blumenthal Performing Arts Center. As they tour the
world, the Glenn Miller Orchestra brings unforgettable classics to every stage. Notable
works include In the Mood, Moonlight Serenade, Chattanooga Choo-Choo, Pennsylvania
6-5000, String of Pearls, and Tuxedo Junctions. This must-see show marks seventy-five
years since the foundation of Glenn Miller’s legendary orchestra. The Charlotte music
scene welcomes the most famous ensemble of all time.

Juan Logan
Long Silence
SOCO Gallery
August 1 - September 14
www.soco-gallery.com
Charlotte’s SOCO Gallery
welcomes Long Silence,
an exhibition of new
works by Juan Logan.
This showcase celebrates
Logan’s mixed media
works, which feature
both conventional and
uncommon materials. A
graduate of the Maryland
Institute College of Art, Logan lives and works in Belmont, North Carolina. As Logan’s
first solo exhibition at SOCO Gallery, the Charlotte art community welcomes this
remarkable artist. There will be an opening reception at the gallery on Wednesday,
August 1 at 6 p.m.
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4U: A Symphonic
Celebration of Prince
Charlotte Metro Credit Union
Amphitheatre
September 12
7:30 p.m.
www.amphitheatercharlotte.com

Yiasou Greek Festival
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
Cathedral
September 6-9
www.yiasoufestival.org

54th Annual Festival
in the Park
Freedom Park
September 21-23
www.festivalinthepark.org

30th Anniversary
Great Gatsby Gala
Benefitting the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society
Hilton Charlotte Center City
August 25
7 p.m.
www.sharecharlotte.org

The HeartBright Foundation’s
9th Annual Celebrity
Invitational Golf Tournament
Golf Club at Ballantyne
August 28
www.heartbright.org/golf
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THE
PERFECT
PATIO

Functionality

COVER

Why have a
ROOF or a PERGOLA,
when you can have BOTH?

&
&

UPGRADE FEATURES:
Ceiling Fans | ilouver Control
Motorized Screen and Shades
Heaters | Lighting and more!

Where
Beauty
Where Beauty

704-644-7100
www.PremierPatioConcepts.com
C a l l t o d a y f o r a FREE D E S I G N C O N S ULTAT I O N
a n d f o r S u m m e r - Fa l l S p e cia l s

Functionality
Meet
Functionality Meet

&

Where Beauty
Where Beauty
Functionality Meet
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Functionality Meet
Custom Fabricated
• Oven Hoods
• Counter Tops

FabricatedNC • 704-66
122 Summerville Dr,Custom
Mooresville,
Custom Fabricated
• Oven Hoods
• Counter Tops

Oven Hoods
Counter Tops

122 Summerville Dr, Mooresville, NC • 704-663-3497
WWW.COPPERINNOVATIONS.CO

WWW.COPPERINNOVATIONS.COM

122 Summerville Dr., Unit 103 • Mooresvile, NC • 704-663-3497

Custom Fabricated
Custom
• OvenFabricated
Hoods
• Oven
Hoods
• Counter
Tops
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Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com for additional photos from
all of our feature homes and our local design resource guide.
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SUMPTUOUS ST YLE, POSH POSSIBILITIES,

G R A N D R E O P E N I N G.
Visit us at our new location at promenade

on providence :

5341 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy Ste. 350, Charlotte, NC 28277

FrontDoorFabrics.com | Mon – Sat, 10:00 – 6:00 | 704 • 844 • 6330

POOL
BY
DESIGN

217 Fairwood Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203

The Best Value That Money Can Buy.

(704) 3DESIGN
333-7446
poolbydesign.com

new old’s premiere development

O n ly 3
homes
remaining!
W W W. T H E B R A M B L E . C O M

K i t c h e n s | B at h s | A d d i t i o n s | E x t e r i o r s

In-House Designers
Comprehensive Planning

2016 NARI CoTY Winner

SouthEnd Design Studio

Visit CaseCharlotte.com to register for our next informational seminar or to request a consultation

704-759-3920 | Charlotte, NC

